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Introduction

Corporations often face multiple legal actions arising out of the conduct of their employees. The

same conduct that subjects a corporation to potential civil liability may also expose the corporation,

and its employees, to criminal prosecution by any number of federal and state government

authorities. One important issue raised by these so-called "parallel proceedings" is how to protect

the corporation's interests when one or more of its employees is the subject or potential subject of a

criminal investigation and invokes the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination in a civil

suit in which the corporation is a party. It is clear that, under certain circumstances, an employee's

refusal to testify based on the privilege can be used as evidence of the corporation's liability in the

civil action. This bulletin discusses the law on this issue, and suggests strategies for the

corporation facing legal attacks on multiple fronts.

The Fifth Amendment

The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees that no person shall be

compelled to give self-incriminating testimony. The privilege can be asserted in any civil, criminal,

administrative or judicial proceeding. It also applies in the investigative, as well as the adjudicative

stage of these proceedings.  While the privilege applies only to individuals, not corporations,

corporations act through their individual employees. An employee, who may also face personal

criminal liability, thus faces a dilemma when called to testify in a civil suit involving his or her

employer. The employee's voluntary testimony as to incriminating facts will "waive his privilege with

respect to those facts and the details thereof."  Government prosecutors could then use the

testimony in a subsequent criminal action against the employee.  Not surprisingly, employees

facing this dilemma often choose, absent immunity, to claim the privilege when called to testify in

the civil suit against their employer.

The Adverse Inference

When an individual asserts the Fifth Amendment privilege in a civil action, opposing counsel may

inform the jury of the invocation, and it is within the court's discretion to permit the fact finder

(whether judge or jury) to "infer by such refusal that the answers would have been adverse to the
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witness' interest."  This adverse inference may be drawn based on a witness' assertion of the

privilege in a wide array of civil proceedings, including general civil litigation,  administrative

adjudications,  and in civil forfeiture matters.

The assertion of the Fifth Amendment need not occur at trial. It may also occur at other stages of a

civil proceeding - a party or witness may refuse to answer discovery or may refuse to testify in a

hearing for injunctive relief or for a dispositive pre-trial motion.  Whatever the context in which it

occurs, the invocation of the privilege can be used, assuming certain requirements are met, as

evidence against the witness and, as discussed below, his or her employer.

Judicial Guidelines for Allowing the Inference

The general rule is that it is within a court's discretion as to whether to admit a witness' invocation of

the Fifth Amendment into evidence in a civil action. "[T]he overarching concern" which governs this

decision "is fundamentally whether the adverse inference is trustworthy under all of the

circumstances and will advance the search for the truth."  Even if the court finds the invocation

admissible as trustworthy evidence, it must still determine whether the probative value of the

evidence outweighs its prejudicial effect on the fact finder.
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Admissibility

To assess trustworthiness or admissibility, courts will look initially at whether the witness is

a party or non-party. If a party, it is well settled that the invocation is admissible against that

party.  This is true even where criminal proceedings are pending or might be brought

against the defendant claiming the privilege.  If both the individual and the corporation are

parties, the invocation of the privilege may create, under certain circumstances, an adverse

inference against both the individual and the corporation.

When the witness is a non-party, however, courts generally engage in a multi-factor, case-

by-case analysis to determine whether the adverse interest may be drawn against a party

related to the non-party. This area of law is still developing,  but a number of circuits have

spoken on the issue.  The Second Circuit recently listed the following non-exclusive

factors for assessing admissibility:

These issues arise most often when the non-party witness is a former employee of the

party.

1.
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The nature of relevant relationships;•
The degree of control held by the party over the non-party witness;•
The compatibility of the interest of the party and non-party witness in the outcome of

the litigation; and

•

The role of the non-party witness in the litigation.•  17

Nature of Relevant Relationships

Courts do recognize that a former employee may have an incentive to imply falsely

through invocation of the privilege to have engaged in criminal conduct for which the

defendant employer would be liable.  In cases where the employer can establish 18
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that the former employee has an ax to grind, courts appear to be less likely to allow an

adverse inference against the employer based on the former employee's invocation of

the privilege. The court looks for signs that the former employee retains some loyalty to

his former employer as an indication that he is justifiably invoking the Fifth

Amendment. The fact that the employer is paying for the former employee's attorney for

example, is evidence that there is a positive relationship - or at least not a negative

one - between the employer and former employee.  Other factors such as blood

relationships, personal friendships, ongoing business relationships, and legal

relationships also may be factors that would make it less likely that the non-party

witness would testify falsely.

Degree of Control

A number of courts have analyzed employee refusals to testify based on the privilege

as vicarious admissions against the employer.  Such admissions are admissible

pursuant to various jurisdictions' rules of evidence, such as Federal Rule of Evidence

801(d)(ii)(D), which excepts from hearsay a statement offered against a corporate

party and made by its "agent or servant concerning a matter within the scope of his

agency or employment... during the existence of their relationship..." If the party vested

the non-party with control over key facts and the general subject matter of the litigation,

it is likely that this degree of control will be sufficient to allow the adverse inference.

The witness' status as a former employee will not preclude evidence of his or her

invocation of the Fifth Amendment.  If the former employee's assertion of the privilege

relates directly to the facts at issue in the case, it is admissible.  In Brink's Inc. v. City

of New York, the company was accused of negligence relative to its employees' theft of

parking meter revenues. The court allowed the adverse inference to be applied to the

claim of privilege asserted by the non-party former employees because the question

that triggered the claim related to the employees' work.

Compatibility of Interest of Party and Non-Party Witness

The court in LiButti v. United States instructed that "[t]he trial court should evaluate

whether the non-party witness is pragmatically a non-captioned party in interest and

whether assertion of the privilege advances the interests of both the non-party witness

and the affected party in the outcome of the litigation."  This factor naturally requires

an analysis of the relationship between the non-party and the party and the degree of

control of the party over the non-party.

Role of Non-Party Witness in Litigation

If the non-party witness played a key or controlling role in any of the underlying events

or the litigation itself, the court will consider that fact in evaluating whether to allow the

adverse inference.  The ultimate consideration, however, is "whether the adverse

inference is trustworthy under all of the circumstances and will advance the search for

the truth."
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Weight of the Inference

Admissibility, of course, is not the end of the story. Courts have imposed limitations on

the weight accorded the adverse inference. Assertion of a claim of privilege does not

prevent an adverse finding or even summary judgment if other evidence supports such

a finding and if the litigant does not present sufficient evidence to satisfy his evidentiary

burden.  In other words, a "party who asserts the privilege against self-incrimination

must bear the consequence of lack of evidence."  If a party seeks to withdraw the

privilege, courts will allow the withdrawal unless the court believes that opposing

parties have suffered undue prejudice from the prior decision to invoke the privilege.

If, however, the court determines that invocation of the Fifth Amendment privilege was

done to abuse or obstruct the discovery process, then the court may adopt remedial

measures or impose sanctions to prevent prejudice to opposing parties.  The

remedial measures may include barring testimony about matters previously hidden

from discovery through invocation of the privilege.

The adverse inference, however, is "not sufficient by itself to meet an opponent`s

burden of proof."  Indeed, an adverse inference should be drawn only if other

probative evidence of the issue at stake exists.  Not surprisingly, courts have been

reluctant to force a party to choose between self incrimination in a criminal case and

losing a civil case at the summary judgment stage. Allowing summary judgment in

such a situation, based solely on the adverse inference, has been construed to be a

violation of the defendant's Fifth Amendment protection.
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Rule 403 Prejudice

Even if a court concludes that the invocation is admissible, the judge may exclude it if

the prejudicial effect of such evidence substantially outweighs its probative value.

Despite the powerful impact that a witness' recitation of the Fifth Amendment may have

on a jury, however, the majority rule is that the prejudicial effect in the abstract is not

sufficient to exclude evidence that the witness exercised his or her Fifth Amendment

right.  The principal exceptions to this general rule occur when the evidence of the

invocation is unduly emphasized by one of the parties when considered in relation to

other key evidence introduced at trial or when it is suggested to the jury that they

should base their entire decision solely on the exercise of the privilege.

Strategies

A corporation's strategies for addressing the host of problems raised by an

employee's assertion of the Fifth Amendment in a civil action will vary depending on

the nature of the case, and also on the stage of the lawsuit in which the privilege is

asserted. Nevertheless, the following guidelines may be useful:
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Recognize the Conflict and Inform the Employee

As an initial matter, the corporate employer must recognize its potential conflict

with an employee whose conduct is the basis for potential civil or criminal liability

1.
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for the corporation and the individual employee. Counsel performing internal

investigations for the employer should inform employees who are interviewed or

otherwise involved in the investigation that they represent the company, that the

attorney client privilege is the company's privilege, and that the company may

waive it. Failure to do so can create the risk of disqualifying the company's

counsel and impeding representation of the company's interest.

If the person invoking the privilege is a former employee, the company should

consider what evidence it has that the former employee may be using the

privilege to retaliate against his former employer. In addition, the company can

avoid application of the adverse inference against it by showing that there is no

ongoing relationship between the former employee and the company, that the

company no longer has any control over the former employee, that the company's

interests and those of the former employee are diverse, and that the former

employee did not play a key or controlling role in the underlying events.

Aggressively Manage Discovery

Once a civil lawsuit has commenced against a backdrop of potential criminal

liability, it is imperative for the corporation to prepare for and manage the discovery

process aggressively. Employees represented by independent counsel are likely

either to refuse to answer discovery requests, or to seek a protective order

preventing discovery based on the assertion of the Fifth Amendment. The

completion of an exhaustive internal inquiry prior to discovery will provide the

corporation with critical information - i.e. what the employee's testimony would

likely be and what evidence contrary to the inference can be used to argue that an

inference is inappropriate. The corporation also should establish whether there is

any probative evidence aside from the adverse inference. Without that additional

evidence the adverse inference generally will not be drawn.

2.

Consider Seeking a Stay of the Civil Action

The employer (or the employee) may also seek to stay the civil action in light of a

pending and related criminal matter. Stays, however, are granted only rarely, and

usually only if a defendant can demonstrate that parallel civil and criminal actions

involve substantially the same facts, and staying the civil action is not likely to

harm the public interest.  Courts generally find that the public interest and the

interests of private plaintiffs trump the defendant's concerns against adverse

inferences being drawn in a civil case. While obtaining a stay is a difficult task, it is

available under appropriate, but limited circumstances.

3.
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File a Pre-trial Motion to Exclude the Evidence.

Assuming that a stay is not granted, an employer should seek to exclude

evidence of an employee's invocation of the Fifth Amendment by a pre-trial motion

or a motion in limine at trial. The motion should argue that the evidence is not

admissible because it is untrustworthy, and that its prejudicial effect outweighs its

4.
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Conclusion

While parallel, civil and criminal proceedings pose a serious challenge to

corporations with employees facing criminal liability, there are steps that a corporate

employer can take to protect its interests in the civil action in which such employees

may be called as witnesses. Recognizing the potential conflict between employer and

employee and initiating an exhaustive internal investigation at an early stage are

crucial. Although it may not assure success, an aggressive approach to controlling

discovery and seeking pre-trial relief, such as obtaining a stay of the civil action, is also

important. Finally, an informed analysis of the complex factual, tactical and legal

issues must be undertaken as early as possible in the process to better meet the

challenge of a potential civil trial in which the company's employees assert their Fifth

Amendment right not to testify.
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